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In the surge of the current, alarming scenario of SARS-CoV-2 infections, there is a immediate necessity for developing

highly-innovative antiviral agents to work against the viruses with a broad spectrum of antiviral activity. Here-in, science-

based methods, mechanisms, and procedures are implemented in obtaining resultant antiviral coated substrates, used in

the destruction of the strains of the different viruses are presented. we pay particular attention to recent examples from

the materials science and engineering field that highlight how some classes of antiviral drug candidates, such as

polymeric materials, metal ions/metal oxides and functional nanomaterials result in acting against the viral spread. Based

on the available literature and data, we also disclose some of the strategies for development of a universal and reusable

virus deactivation system against the emerging COVID-19.
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1. Introduction

The presence of different microorganisms in nature may sometimes cause a detrimental impact on human health .

Specifically, viruses have always been regarded as increasing hazards by impairing health, as human contact with these

microbes from the environment can lead to extreme illnesses and other ailments . For example, tropical and subtropical

countries survived an outbreak of dengue virus, known to cause the severe form of dengue hemorrhagic fever/dengue

shock syndrome (DHS/DSS) . Since the emergence of the Spanish flu outbreak (1918), influenza viral pandemics are

known to appear within the interval of every 10 to 15 years . Characterized by their variations in pathogenicity, the most

virulent type, A influenza viruses (H1N1 and H5N1) (2009), are known to cause serious human pandemics via common

transmission from animals to humans and vice versa . Lethal varieties of coronavirus, such as severe acute

respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus (SARSr-CoV) and middle east respiratory syndrome-related coronavirus

(MERS-CoV) are known to cause SARS (2003) and MERS (2014) outbreaks, respectively. These coronavirus related

infections were reported in several countries of North America, South America, Europe, and Asia . Recently, an Ebola

hemorrhagic fever (EHF) (2014) outbreak severely affected the living species of Africa . In late December 2019, the

emergence of a novel pneumonia drew animated attention around the world. Visualizing the chronological order, the

ingenious agent that was responsible for causing the novel pneumonia has been identified as a novel coronavirus (nCoV

or SARS-CoV-2) . The outbreak of a novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has created a devastating challenge to

the human health of various sections in the world . It has caused negative social effects and massive economic

damage, on a global scale. Coronaviruses contain spherical even-shaped virions, a type of enveloped RNA virus initially

causing respiratory unevenness, and further leading to extreme flu . An increased concern has arisen in the recent

past with respect to a growing number of new, more virulent and pathologic viruses, such as those associated with SARS

and, more recently COVID-19 .

Microorganisms constitute both bacteria and viruses . Most of the antimicrobial coatings so far developed and

commercialized are antibacterial, but there are very few reports on commercialized antiviral coatings. Hence, it is highly

desirable to search for potential antiviral and viricidal elements (materials and coatings) to design personal protective

equipment (PPE), hygienic implements, and other devices to fight against the rise of viral pandemics and virus-associated

fatal risks . This encyclopedia presents the techniques and methods that are involved in the design and development of

different antiviral coatings, aiming to inspire strategies for development of coatings that are supposed to enhance antiviral

efficiency, eliciting their potential application in the inhibition of COVID 19 like pandemics.

Members of antiviral coatings have been divided into three major groups (antiviral polymers, metal ions/metal oxides, and

functional nanomaterials), based on the type of materials used at the contaminated sites. The methods for the treatment

of virus affected substrates for preventing the virus deposition over the surfaces, using antiviral and viricidal coatings are

discussed. The potential antiviral and viricidal coating technologies implemented, for design and development of a wide

range of commercialized antiviral products, such as personal protective equipment (PPE), medical instrument, appliances,
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and hygienic implements, are discussed. Antiviral products are designed with the concept of modifying the surface, with

any of the antiviral and viricidal coating compositions, using the most promising surface modification technologies 

. Both antiviral and viricidal compositions and surface modification technologies play a major role in the

destruction of viruses, by providing a thin film over the surface to retain its antiviral activity.

2.  Coatings Empowering Antiviral and Viricidal Properties

2.1. Antiviral Polymers

Polymers present unique properties, such as impact resistance, ductility, and elasticity, which can be tailored for various

biomedical applications. Currently, a wide range of polymers have been used for antiviral composite materials. Some

antiviral agents can be encapsulated in polymers to form antiviral composites, which are released upon specific

requirement. Polymers with antiviral and viricidal effects are mainly used as coatings, covering the surface of a wide range

of substrates. Consistently, a section of polymers showcase their excellent antiviral and antibacterial effects due to their

resistance to the adhesion of bacteria and viruses . Figure 1 illustrates the antiviral mechanism of typical polymer

coatings.

Figure 1. Schematic demonstration of the antiviral mechanism of polymer coatings.

2.2.  Antiviral Metal Ions/Metal Oxides

In the past decades, a large number of metal ions and metal oxides have been investigated for their antiviral and viricidal

activity, particularly silver, copper, and zinc-based ions/oxides. In general, these metal materials show lower toxicological

effects and high antiviral activity compared to other metals, making them a popular fit for this kind of application.

Conventionally, both the metal ions and metal oxides exhibit similar antiviral mechanisms of control over different viral

strain. For instance, metal ions can adhere to the viral envelope, the membrane of cells, and then enter the interior,

destroying genetic materials such as DNA and RNA . The possible mechanism of action of metal ions/oxides is

illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic showing the antiviral mechanism of metal ions.

2.3. Antiviral Functional Nanomaterials

According to the nanoscale properties of viruses, it’s possible to develop certain hybrid nanomaterials with multiple

functionalities, to achieve viricidal effects, since they are considered to be highly effective in controlling viral infections.

Figure 3 illustrates the antiviral mechanisms of functional nanomaterials. The absolute biological effect could be

determined by the physical and chemical characterization, and by functionalized chemical modification of the materials.
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Figure 3. Illustration of antiviral mechanisms of functional nanomaterials.

3.  Antiviral Products

Coating materials are continuously evolving, and their practical applications in antiviral products have great public health,

and social, importance. Aside from the antiviral mechanisms presented with polymers, metal ions and functional

nanomaterials, this section details about some of the other antiviral embodiments in the destruction of different viral

strains and also establishes competent hypothesis behind their application as antiviral products for COVID-19.  Chu et al.

have demonstrated, in a systematic analysis, that wearing face masks may protect people against infection by

coronaviruses . This report motivates and prompts the development of various materials to manufacture the antiviral

products against COVID-19. CytaCoat is the first antimicrobial coating developed with biocompatible organic components

to inactivate SARS-COV-2 (COVID-19). CytaCoat is not dependent on toxic metal ions or metal oxides, hence it finds its

application in face masks to prevent the spread of novel coronaviruses . Another invention reports a lightweight and

disposable antiviral respirator mask, which comprises of a filter that may preferably include a passive layer and an active

disinfectant layer. This market available product was able to kill viruses with a small size, hardly blocked by only passive

filters . In another embodiment, an invention used a cartridge or filter inserted in a gas or respirator mask for destroying

hazardous viral substances . In the absence of vaccination for the emerging viral pandemics, respirators and masks

can be worn to prevent transmission of airborne pathogenic aerosols and control the diseases such as influenza and the

coronaviruses responsible for COVID-19 . These devices are capable of trapping the viruses floating in the ambient air

at a higher rate, followed by inactivating the viruses trapped from the air. Lightweight and breathable fiber fabrics

containing antiviral and viricidal properties can be developed to replace the intermediate layers of currently available

masks, to use them as personal protective clothing, with necessary antiviral and viricidal activity. These potential fabrics

can be developed using antiviral polymers and a mixture of antiviral or viricidal nanoparticles and polymers. The special

grade composite polymer solutions can either be coated onto the surface or can be electro-spun into the fiber fabrics to

address the antiviral or viricidal activity . The fluidic compositions are developed as supportive coatings with

highly efficient antiviral properties. The fluid compositions in particular are premeditated to cover the articles that are

plausible to carry the viruses, especially toys, health devices, notes, cards, etc. The presence of virus on theese objects

may lead to contamination, while the incorporation of fluidic compositions may prevent these events. Rossett et al.

proposed a fluidic composition that comprises of at least one viricide, like lauric acid and essential oils like laurel essential

oil, or soya bean oil, having an antiviral activity. The ability of the viricide in the composition makes the surface look

transparent, with an effective coating . Fox et al. proposed a potential antiviral composition that includes a powdered

substrate solution and an organic acid. This solid combination could be applied directly onto the substrate to destroy rhino

and rota viruses. The composition plays a major role in the destruction of non-enveloped and enveloped influenza viruses,

and also provides a thin film of organic acid on the surface to continue its antiviral activity. These antiviral compositions

present some strong efficacious solutions, against a broad-spectrum of viruses, and also makes it feasible to produce at a

lower cost .

The current limitation faced by the antiviral coatings is their usage in wet areas like sinks and faucets, due to their

resistance to water. To resolve these issues, Watanabe et al. combined a particular polyhydric carboxylic acid with

quaternary ammonium salt, which serves as an antiviral component used in coating material like paints and varnishes, to

form highly durable antiviral, water-resistant films . Torkelson et al. investigated a quaternary ammonium silane

compound attached to sand filters to effectively treat bacteria and virus from drinking water. This could destroy certain
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strains of E.coli, Ms2 colliphage, poliovirus type3, and Adenovirus type2, thus demonstrating its application in both

antimicrobial and antiviral water filters . These antiviral compositions provide the advantages of a broad-spectrum of

viral control. Continuous antiviral activity is not only maintained due to the presence of these compositions, but also this

activity is sustained because a residual barrier film of composition ingredients is incorporated onto the objects/surfaces.

4. Conclusion

In this encyclopedia, specific coating materials that inactivate viruses have been discussed. Various strategies involved in

the development of antiviral and viricidal coatings, like modifying the surface of a substrate via antiviral polymers,

incorporation of metal ions/oxides, and functional nanoparticles were discussed. The antiviral efficacies of the developed

coatings were detailed, and their possible and promising applications were further correlated with emerging viral

pandemics, like COVID-19.  We attempt to summarize and improvise the extension of present techniques, with certain

modifications, for the prevention of COVID-19, and further inspire the future antiviral strategies.
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